This paper derives in a somewhat different manner the final results of my third paper.' The theory is based upon a symmetric tensor gij, a coefficient of connection rIjk, and an electromagnetic.vector (pi, 
Here, and throughout the paper, a comma followed by an index denotes the derivative with respect to x with this index, and a semicolon followed by an index denotes -the corresponding covariant derivative in terms of the Christoffel symbols in gj. From equation (1) V6L. 43, 1957 Since the covariant derivative of gj, is equal to zero, for rFj, given by equation (5) where Rih iS the Ricci tensor.6
We require that rjh = 0.
For the skew-symmetric part of rjh equated to zero there is -j;h Xh;i = 0,
and for the symmetric part of r jhequated to zero one has Rih = -/2(Xj;h + Xh;J) -XjXh + gjh(Xi;i + XIXA)-
We put Xj; = XjXh + bjih,
where bjh is a symmetric tensor in consequence of equation (6). For equations of the form (8), equation (7) becomes (11) Since b is equal to zero, it follows from equations (9) and (12) With a view toward possible application to the quantum theory of fields, various processes of integration over Hilbert space have been introduced.' In this note another such process is considered, and a sketch is given of various notions and results which manifest themselves. For any real separable Hilbert space 3C, let (R denote the collection of. finite-dimensional subspaces E of JC. In each E e i1, we introduce the Gaussian measure ME defined by dyE = i(a" e a(xi'+ ..+.n)dx..dx a > O. n = dim E, (1) where xi, ..., Xn is a particular co-ordinatization of E. Because of the unitary invariance of the Gaussian measure, the measure thus defined is in fact independent of the particular co-ordinate system for E.
A function f(x), defined over JC, is called a cylinder function if there exists at least one E e (R such that f(PE x) = f(x) for all x; here PE is the orthogonal projection onto E. If so, E is referred to as a "base space for f," and f(x) is said "to have a base in E." We next consider, for any a > 1, the collection ea. of cylinder functions f(x) having a base in E, and such that f(x) Ia is integrable over E with respect to the measure MAE. It is then easily seen that the union ea = U eaE is a linear E e & space. Also, it is easily seen that for f(x) e CaE, the integral
is the same for all E e 6R in which f(x) has a base. For such cylinder functions we define the "Hilbert space integral,"
Isc(IfIa) = IE(IfIa).
A sequence of projections (Pn) with ranges in 61 is said to be complete if, for all x e 3C, P1x --x as n -X o. In particular, we shall consider "basic systems" of projections, (pn), corresponding to an orthonormal basis gi, g2, ..., of 5C, wherein, for c n x 6 =C xx =, P~x = E x For a given a > 1, we form the linear space i =1 i =1
